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beginners Don't just throw a gun in your carry bag and hope for the best. Flying between long waits, strict safety regulations and inevitable delays can be painful even for the average traveler. Don't be fooled by the nice lights, LAX isn't a fun airport It may seem like adding a gun to the mix would only make things difficult, but legally
traveling with a gun can actually be pretty simple – if you know what you're doing. In this guide, you will be instructed to pack your weapons, ammunition and accessories so that they are safe and legal for air travel, what you need to do at the airport to make it easier to fly with your gun and whose rules you need to make sure you are
following. If you use this guide and a little common sense, traveling with a gun is as painless – well, just as painful – as flying without it. Table of Contents Loading... Keep your gun safe and legal – TSA Way First, you need to know the TSA firearms rules. In a world where pocket knives, snow globes and even gel-based ones can't be
stored in hand luggage taxis, it should come as no surprise that you can't take a gun in your hand luggage pocket. Here's a quick (-ish...) Lowering TSA rules: Report all firearms presented for transport as checked baggage. Firearms shall be unloaded and locked in a hard-side container and transported only as checked baggage. Only the
passenger should keep the key or combination locked. Do not use the TSA lock (see later). Parts such as magazines, bolts and a firing pin are prohibited in hand luggage, but can be carried in checked baggage. I routinely threw them in luggage to cut the weight of my rifle cases. Ammunition is prohibited in hand luggage, but can be
carried in checked baggage. The ammunition to be transported shall not exceed 11 kg and shall be in its original packaging or stored safely in a container prepared for that purpose. Replica weapons, including toys, shall not be hand luggage. The TSA is allowed to use the rifle sight in hand luggage and checked luggage. Don't forget –
every airline has My orders, in addition to the TSA, so you need to do a little research to make sure you check every box you have to do to fly with guns. We'll talk about it soon. Keep in the way that you shouldn't use a standard TSA-approved lock used for regular luggage, which is actually illegal to use to store firearms, because anyone
with a TSA master key can unlock them. If you've ever wondered what they look like, these are TSA Master Keys Master Lock also makes a variety of affordable but heavy locking options that you can use in your case. You should have a key for your person, and there should be no copy in the checked baggage. By the way, what's the
point of a lock? Based on years of flying experience, we recommend using fixed key locks with a stem clearance just high enough to accommodate the gun case without allowing extra movement when it is closed. The locks are a hugely misunderstood and misinterpreted part of flying fireads. It is true that the TSA now lists allowing TSA
locking on its website, but that doesn't make it smart. Do you really think it's a good idea to secure a gun case with a lock literally anyone can open in a fraction of a second? You don't want to fight over your protective case for both your peace of mind and the TSA. After all, your case is the primary protector of your gun, with less careful
baggage handlers throwing your bag around and sliding in the hold of the plane. In addition to being supportive and durable, many gun owners also want to travel with their firearms in cases that clearly do not like gun cases to prevent theft. AR-15 at Savior Equipment Guitar Gun Case If it's your jam, try a case that looks like it might as
well carry sports equipment, an instrument or small electronics. For example, a rifle or shotgun could be carried in a hard case for a golf club like this from Samsonite. Just remember to cut the foam parts so that everything is protected and in place during transport. Pelican is the gold standard for airline-friendly gun cases, and with good
reason. There is no such thing as an indestructible weapons case, but their case is near. I've been using them for years and I have a collection of Pelican cases of different sizes for handguns, rifles and multiple weapons. The Protector Long Case of 1720 is my favorite, so I have several. It has an automatic drain valve, stainless steel
bearings, and is waterproof, crush resistant and dustproof. I also have a 1150 Protector case for handguns. EDITOR'S PICK: HARD RIFLE CASE Are they expensive? Yes. Are they worth it? Definitely if Pelican is too rich for your blood, check out our gun case recommendations, there are more great cases at every price point. How to
pack for an easy flight No one likes to pack, but it is the reality of air travel. Packing weapons the first time you first time can mean the difference between security (or at least it's not taken to the TSA black site) and missing a flight when you're arguing with a TSA agent. The square of your equipment, the less problems you have with
reporting firearms. If, at random, you throw things in a cocoon and call it good, you don't exactly present yourself as a responsible gun owner. In those cases where I only fly with a gun or two, I want to close it all neatly in a soft rifle case inside a hard case. If I fly more than I can pack that way, I'll make sure tetris assemble my weapons
carefully so they don't sink and can be easily seen. Buy a hand luggage scale to check the weight of luggage at home. They are cheap, convenient and comfortable as they weigh everything else you might not fit on the scale. Ammunition shall also be inspected and stored in containers specially designed for the transport of small
quantities of ammunition. Shotgun casings and ammunition .75 caliber or less can be stored in the same hard case as a fireabe (still in the container especially for ammunition), but they don't have to be. Loaded or empty magazines and magazines shall be stored in the same way as weapons, but parts of firearms, such as bolts and pins,
shall only be stored in checked bags. While the TSA says boxes made of more light materials such as cardboard are fine for storing ammunition while air travel, you may want to use a firmer container to avoid the risk of your ammunition box breaking down mid-flight, leaving your ammunition scattered in your bag. Sure, you may be able
to use all the remaining ammunition, place them in a new container or leave them behind, but given how seriously the TSA takes loose ammunition, it's not worth the risk. Lightweight but supportive options are the best bet for most travelers. Breeze Through Declaring Your Firearm When checking your luggage, you must also report any
weapons or ammunition to the airline. You have to do this every time you travel, so don't forget to report your firearms and ammunition again if you change airlines during the same trip. Declaration of Arms Slip What exactly does it mean to declare a weapon? Declaring a gun is no big deal, and it doesn't get you funny looks or suspicious
treatment. After all, many people fly with firearms, and your weapon is probably not even the strangest thing an agent has encountered since starting his shift. Just go to the airport ticket office (you can't declare a gun on the sidewalk) and tell the agent you need to declare a gun. In case you forgot what it was like. show They give you a
card to fill out your contact information, making sure you have saved correctly Weapon. The agent then checks that the case is locked. By law, the card must be placed in your case after it's signed. More importantly, if an agent tries to label those outside the case in such a way that it clearly marks the weapon that contains it, inform them
that federal law prohibits this: 18 USC Sec. 922(e), no joint or contract rider may require or cause the label, label, or other written notice to be placed outside the packaging. , luggage or other container containing a firearm. After a few questions to make sure that accessories or ammunition are stored correctly, you are usually ready to go,
but the agent may also want to look inside the case. In those cases, you open the case and show them, honoring four golden gun safety rules. Under no circumstances may an anti-agent handle your weapons. Chamber flags or openings running through a chamber of firearms are useful visual indicators and can speed up the process.
Lock your gun case before the TSA checks it out. Do not send an unlocked or otherwise easy-to-use case. Stay here too – if the TSA needs to unlock the story, you have to be the one to do it. You should open the combination locks yourself. TSA and airline staff should not request your combination or a copy of your key. If a
representative requires keys, direct him to the Code of Federal Rules on Traveling with Firearms: Title 49: Transportation, Part 1540 – Civil Aviation Security: General Rules, Chapter B – Obligations of Passengers and Other Persons and Persons, 1540.111 (c) (iv) – The container in which it is transported is locked, and only the passenger
retains the key or combination. Title 49: Transport, Part 1544 — Aircraft operator safety: air carriers and commercial operators, Chapter C — Operation, 1544.203 (f) (iii) The container in which it is transported is locked, and only baggage checking has a key or combination. (You can even print relevant codes, policies, and other
documents sent by the TSA, federal government, or your airline for flying with weapons. Better safe than sorry!) Your agent can unlock the lock with a key if they give the key back to you. Remember, you should have the key to the person, but not to your checked bag. The TSA and flight agents should also not handle your weapons. If
they feel it needs an inspection, they should call the police. At most airports, you can stand in a place where you get a visual view of the space where the TSA checks special luggage. After the TSA agent has checked the locks and scanned and the swipe case, he informs you that you are ready to go. TSA checks special luggage you're
done Stay on the table for about 20 minutes if they need to call you for another checkup. If you go through security and they have to call you back, you have to go through everything again.  When leaving the area and going through security, pay special attention to notifications and pages if you need to return to the TSA baggage
checkpoint. Reporting is usually a quick and easy process, but you want to give yourself at least an extra hour if one of the few cases takes longer. It's much better to have more time to browse tax-free stores or grab Cinnabo than miss a flight. Admit it, you want one now. Note: Air rifles and air weapons are not kept with firearms but must
be stored in checked bags. They do not require a notification, but the air tanks must be inspected. Other human rules the TSA isn't the only person making rules about flying with a gun, and you need to know which ones affect you. Most airlines have rules for flying with guns in addition to the TSA, and exactly what these rules vary from
airline to airline, so you also need to check what your airline requires. Delta, for example, requires that weapons be stored in the case of the manufacturer and sets the weight limit to, among other things, 11 kilograms of ammunition. How many laps is 11lbs 9mm ... what about 5.56... Oh, no. American Airlines also sets an £11 limit on
ammunition and only allows blank boxes. These rules and regulations can usually be easily found by searching for an airline name and firearm or weapon, or by searching their website for luggage in the section. We give you a head start in finding the rules of the most popular airlines by linking you to their website here: you also need to
know the laws wherever you fly. Airport staff only check that you are following the airline and TSA rules, so even if your gun was legally checked, you may be in violation of local laws when you arrive at your destination. Booking direct flights as much as possible on foreign trips minimizes the countries passing through and significantly
reduces the number of customs requirements you need to deal with, making the whole process easier (and minimizing the possibility of lost luggage). You will need customs rules for all the countries you visit. You will also need U.S. Customs Form 4457, which must be signed in person by a U.S. customs official before you leave. U.S.
Customs Form 4457 This form allows you to bring your fireads back into the country without you paying customs duty on them. This is especially important for foreign weapons. This useful form can also cover other foreign products and can be used several times, so stick to it for future trips. You want to have it all. information together
early, so you have plenty of time to fill it out properly before you leave, especially if you need a visa. The rules can be changed. Usually check double checks before flights. Never assume. Picking up a gun at the baggage requirement When you land, large gun cases that are checked as single luggage instead of stored in checked
baggage may have to be picked up with large or unusual items, such as skis, instead of other checked-in luggage. Usually they just come down from the carousel with everything else. We will never know why there is no consistency here. But if your suitcase has come down from the carousel and your gun hasn't, you might want to pop
into the baggage office to see if they have that weird items from others. Check your case briefly before you leave the airport to make sure it is still safe and nothing is missing.  If it's tied to a zipper, it's handy to have your pocket knife hidden in your easily accessible pocket in your checked luggage so you can remove the zipper.  Final
thoughts on traveling with a gun Yes, to sum everything up: Weapons and ammunition must be in checked baggageSaver your gun disassembled in a hard case where there is no TSA-approved lock The use of a fixed container for storing ammunition is safer and easier To ensure that you report your firearmsFlight rulesDo you put the
laws where you're going That's what it's all about. With this guide, you should be able to fly your gun relatively easily, but if in doubt, contact the airline or TSA directly. If you are travelling internationally, check out the local consulate or embassy of that country or visiting countries. Have you ever flown with your gun? Do you have any tips
or tricks? Let us know in the comments below! Sometimes it is easier to mail ammunition or weapons to the final destination itself, see How to mail weapons (legally) (legally)
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